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cheap option on the Evening News. He persuaded the Harms-
worths to buy it and to make him editor. It proved a good bar-
gain for both sides. Kennedy Jones was of a rough type, but he
had studied the technique of the American 'ydlow' press, and
possessed the experience of daily journalism which the Harms-
worths lacked. The Evening News was one of a few evening papers
sold at a halfpenny—i.e. half what was the standard price of a
morning one. These already reached a class which did not other-
wise buy dailies. But the new methods were designed to widen it
fast. The hard work in their success was Kennedy Jones's, but
the restless imagination of Alfred Harmsworth played round it at
every point. He visited the United States to study the model on
the spot. Then he laid his plans for a morning halfpenny journal.
One such already existed—the Morning Leader, a small bright
radical sheet with a narrow circulation. Harmsworth's concep-
tion was nothing like that; he wanted the largest circulation in
England. By 1896 he and Kennedy Jones had matured their
scheme. The Daily Mail, launched in May of that year, was an
instant success. During the first twelve months its daily sale
averaged 202,000. At the end of three years it had reached
543,000. No other daily in England touched half that figure;
and the young upstart of 34, who had started practically from
nothing only eleven years earlier, stood revealed as a menace to
the whole established order of journalism. For that order lived
by advertisements and advertisements will go where circulation
goes. Harmsworth knew his advantage; and his favourite
weapon against the penny dailies was a demand for the publica-
tion of their net sales.
What sort of man, and what sort of paper, had Fortune's wheel
thus elevated? Harmsworth's best biographer, an intimate and
admirer, records* that chc knew no Latin or Greek; he had very
hazy notions of history; he was well acquainted with no modem
languages; the interest he took in science was that of a quick-
witted child*.1 And again: 'Boyish in his power of concentration
upon the matter of the moment, boyish in his readiness to turn
swiftly to a different matter and concentrate on that. .. . Boyish
the limited range of bis intellect, which seldom concerns itself
with anything but the immediate, the obvious, the popular.
Boyish his irresponsibility, his disinclination to take himself or
his publications seriously; his conviction that whatever benefits
1 Hamilton Fyfe, NvrtMiffe (1930), p. 29.

